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Project Background

“Developing a Curriculum to Advance Library-Based Publishing”

• Five openly-licensed modules: Introduction, Content, Impact, Sustainability, Policy
• 14 authors; 5 editors; 17 peer reviewers
• Over 60 hours of teachable material
• 2 in-person and 4 virtual workshops, plus LIS integrations
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Project Updates

1. November-December 2017
   ◦ Modules submitted by authors

2. January-February 2018
   ◦ Peer review and external evaluation

3. March-May 2018
   ◦ Content, Impact, and Sustainability Modules released

4. Summer 2018 (forthcoming)
   ◦ Policy and Introduction Modules released
In-Person Pilot Workshops

We’re hosting a series of day-long, in-person pilot workshops at the following conferences:

- 2018 Library Publishing Forum (tomorrow!)
- 2018 Digital Library Federation Forum (October 2018)
Virtual Workshops

We’re also hosting a series of virtual workshops:

- July 2018: Sustainability
  - Taught by Holly Mercer
- August 2018: Impact
  - Taught by Charles Watkinson
- Content and Policy taking place in Fall 2018!
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Let’s hear from the authors!

**Policy Module**: Sara Benson, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

**Content Module**: Peter Berkery, Association of University Presses

**Sustainability Module**: Laurie Taylor, University of Florida

**Impact Module**: John Warren, George Mason University Press/Mason Publishing

https://educopia.org/deliverables/library-publishing-curriculum
Policy Module

**Key concept:** How do library publishers infuse policy with library values?

**Authors:** Sara Benson, University Library at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; Harriet Green, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; Merinda Hensley, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; Janet Swatscheno, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
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Content Module

**Key concept:** How do library publishers attract, select, edit, manage, and disseminate content?

**Authors:** Peter Berkery, Association of University Presses; Meredith Babb, University Press of Florida; Jasmine Mulliken, Stanford University Press; Friederike Sundaram, Stanford University Press; Dennis Lloyd, University of Wisconsin Press; Mary Rose Muccie, Temple University Press; Brenna McLaughlin, Association of University Presses
Sustainability Module

**Key concept:** How do library publishing endeavors establish longevity and long-term success?

**Authors:** Laurie N. Taylor, University of Florida; Brian W. Keith, University of Florida
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Impact Module

**Key Concept:** How can library publishers extend and measure the impact of their work?

**Author:** John W. Warren, Mason Publishing/George Mason University Press
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Get in touch

Email:

• Hannah Ballard, hannah@educopia.org
• Melanie Schlosser, melanie@educopia.org

Twitter:

• Library Publishing Coalition, @LibPubCoalition
• Educopia, @educopia